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 Part 1 - Short Answer Questions 
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 1.Read the lines of a poem and answer the question.   

  

All around me is barren beauty.   

I desperately seek shade. 

The sun is fierce and  

I often feel alone. 

There’s none but my shadow,  

who gives me company. 

 

Choose ALL the words that tell you that the poem is about a desert. 
A.barren  

B.fierce  

C.alone  

D.shade  

E.company 

2. Choose ALL options that are correct about limericks as a form of poetry. 
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A.A limerick usually ends with the main character suffering an injury. 

B.A limerick has a structured rhyme 

and rhythm.  

C.A limerick entertains readers by 

being humorous.  

D.A limerick has a rhyme scheme of 

AABBA. 



 

 

E.A limerick has all the lines rhyming with each other. 
 

Match the lines with the figures of speech used in them. 

I'm so hungry, I could eat a horse! 
  

Repetition 

We went on walking wearily worrying whether 

  
Hyperbole 

William would wait for us at the endpoint. 

She sniggered and stared and stared and 

sniggered at the opponent until he got 
  

Simile 

distracted and missed the target. 

The sheets were as smooth as silk and the 
curtains were as white as the spring clouds.   

Alliteration 

4. Use the words ‘interested’ and ‘interesting’ as adjectives in two sentences. 

5. Read the line from the poem, Abandoned Farmhouse, and answer the question. 
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And the winters cold, say the rags in the window frames. 

Which literary device does the underlined word indicate? 

A.simile  

B.symbolism  

C.personification  

D.metaphor 

6. Rewrite the sentence using formal register. 
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Gosh! It's unbelievable that the new bridge was so weak that it just gave way!  

7. Read the limerick. 
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If ice cream could be grown on the tree top, 

Tiny tummies would be liking it lots. 

Any fruit flavour  

For all to savour. 

Do stop by the ice cream tree 

shop.  

The underlined part of the 

limerick is: 

A. rhyme scheme AABBA 

B. stressed syllables 

C. rhyming words adding rhythm 



 

 

D. unstressed syllables 

8. Match the adjective with the quality it refers to. 

 

For example: charming – opinion 

Aunty Julian loved the scarlet woollen scarf we 

  
colour 

gifted her on her birthday. 

This beautiful yellow leather purse belongs to my 

  
size 

grandmother. 

When we opened the box, we saw tiny, pink baby 

  
material 

rats. 

I gave my brother a blueish checked cotton shirt 

  
opinion 

 

9. Read the lines from the poem, Abandoned Farmhouse, and answer the question.  

Something went wrong, says the empty house  

in the weed-choked yard. 

What does weed-choked yard mean here? 

 

Choose the correct sentence. 

A. One afternoon Kim Woo received a phone call from a person who said he wanted to 

process a refunding that her computer manufacturer owed her. 

B. That afternoon, Kim Woo received a phone call from a person who said he wanted to 

process a refund that her computer manufacturer owed her. 

C. That afternoon Kim Woo, recieved a phone call from a person who said he wanted to 

process a refund that her computer manufacturer owned her. 

D. That afternoon, Kim Woo received a phone call from a person who said, “He wanted to 

process a refund that her computer manufacturer owed her.” 

 



 

 

Choose the correct sentence. 

A. One afternoon Kim Woo received a phone call from a person who said he wanted to 

process a refunding that her computer manufacturer owed her. 

B. That afternoon, Kim Woo received a phone call from a person who said he wanted to 

process a refund that her computer manufacturer owed her. 

C. That afternoon Kim Woo, recieved a phone call from a person who said he wanted to 

process a refund that her computer manufacturer owned her. 

D. That afternoon, Kim Woo received a phone call from a person who said, “He wanted to 

process a refund that her computer manufacturer owed her.” 

 

Part 2 - Long Answer Questions 

 
1. The Thompson family, who live on the corner of Brentson street, left home at 9:00 a.m. The two 

 children took the school bus, and their parents left for their offices in their respective cars. 

When they returned home that evening, they found the lock broken and their 

house robbed. A neighbour heard a noise from the house at around 9:30 a.m., 

but it was not disruptive enough to warrant a look. 

The CCTV camera at the entrance had been carefully disconnected. 

Write the conclusion of the investigative report based on the incident. 

2. They don’t climb out the windowsill, 
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They never fight or kick or punch, 

They leave you free to cook the lunch  

And wash the dishes in the sink  

Who is the poet referring to in the lines? What does he 

want to convey? 

3. Write a limerick based on the image. 



 

 

     

4. Choose if true or false 

 

A. Sitting in the garden every morning is my favourite activity of the day. 

The word sitting is a gerund. 

B. My friend’s ideas seemed 

fascinating to me.  

 The word fascinating is a 

gerund. 

C. Roger is looking for his umbrella 

in the drawer.  

 The word looking is a verb. 

D. A successful business requires 

good planning.  The word 

planning is an adjective. 
 


